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Jason A. Mahn

Why Interfaith Understanding is
Integral to the Lutheran Tradition
Several years ago, I was attending a gathering in Minneapolis

counter forces that must be

called “Jesus Radicals” for the first time. As far as I could

balanced somehow—as if the

tell, I was one of the very few participants who did not have

more robustly Lutheran means

dreadlocks, who had never dumpster-dived, and who did

the less engaged with and

not blend into the anarchic-vegan punk scene of that area

challenged by the traditions of

of Minneapolis. Participants spoke of Christian discipleship

others, and vice-versa. Perhaps

as thoroughly countercultural, at least until the powers of

identity and openness are more

domination submit to God’s way of peace. This was radical

like two sides of the same coin.

stuff, as the name of the gathering implied.

Or better, perhaps they are

The name of this conference, “Interfaith Understanding,”

connected like cultivating one’s

perhaps seems less radical. Don’t let that fool you. We are

own Buddha-nature depends on cultivating nonattachment

here to fundamentally rethink very standard, seemingly

to that nature. Such re-thinking is indeed radical stuff.

“normal” ways of making sense of the different religious

In this essay, I return to the root or radix (from which we

traditions that we practice as they intersect with the

get radical) of the Lutheran tradition to show how interfaith

Lutheran tradition that we share by virtue of teaching

encounter, understanding, and cooperation are integral to

and mentoring, of learning and being formed, within our

it. By the “Lutheran tradition” I mean three things. We can

26 ELCA colleges and universities. Some will assume

speak of Lutheranism as a church or denomination, where

that claiming one’s institutional identity as Christian or

membership is typically considered incompatible with

Lutheran necessarily dampers diversity and prohibits

membership elsewhere. Lutheran theology is a broader

interfaith cooperation, or inversely, that cultivating inter-

designation; it refers to a 500 year old reform movement

faith cooperation depends on secularizing the context of

within the church catholic (lowercase c)—a grouping of

that work. These assumptions must be called into question

particular and distinctive (but not absolutely unique) ways

in order to develop institutional perspectives that are both

of encountering God in light of Jesus and of cultivating

committed to their religious traditions and hospitable to

Christian faithfulness and human flourishing. Finally, we

others. Indeed, we must reconsider the very idea that

can speak of Lutheran higher education, a designation that

identity and hospitality, commitment and openness, are

can and should remain irreducible to the other two without
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thereby meaning anything and everything. Lutheran

encroaching Muslims (Merriman 101). When in the fourth

education or Lutheran pedagogy has its own particu-

verse Luther writes, “Were they to take our house, goods,

larity—it is a distinctive approach to educating whole

honor, child, or spouse, though life be wrenched away, they

persons in mind, body and spirit with the goal of fulfilling

cannot win the day. The kingdom’s ours forever,” the “they”
may in fact be Muslims and the “kingdom” over which they
battle may in fact be Western Europe, even if the song

“How does interfaith understanding and
action crisscross with these three spheres of
the Lutheran church, Lutheran theology, and
Lutheran education?”

also refers to other forces and powers, both visible and
invisible, then and today.
Luther’s anxieties about and caricatures of other traditions gets more treacherous when it comes to Judaism. As
is well known, Luther had hoped that once his own evangelical reforms did away with “papist” distortions, Jewish
people would finally see that their own Hebrew scriptures

one’s calling by responding to the deep needs of the world.

pointed toward their fulfillment in the Gospel, and thus

How does interfaith understanding and action crisscross

would start lining up for Christian baptism. Early in his

with these three spheres of the Lutheran church, Lutheran

career, he writes “That Jesus was Born a Jew” (1523),

theology, and Lutheran education? How might interfaith

condemning the fear-tactics and baptism by sword used by

engagement be seen not as the vanishing point—a last

earlier Christians and encouraging his contemporaries to

receding concentric circle—of Lutheran identity but

“treat the Jews in a brotherly manner.” They are the “blood

something central to Lutheranism from its inception?

relatives” of Jesus, insists Luther; we Gentile Christians
are only “aliens and in-laws” (200-201).
When, despite Luther’s soft-sell, most Jews continued

Lutheranism as Church

to politely decline the invitation to convert, Luther became

As I write of how Lutheranism pushes people beyond their

outraged. Writing “On the Jews and Their Lies” twenty years

fold to recognize God in other peoples and to work together

later (1543), Luther mounts a violent invective against the

toward the common good, I am painfully aware of Martin

Jews. Where earlier he called Jews the blood relatives of

Luther’s dramatic shortcomings when it came to under-

Jesus, he now calls them poisoners, ritual murderers, and

standing and working with people of other religions. The

parasites. In his last sermon, delivered just days before his

sixteenth century reformer had only a cursory knowledge

death, Luther calls for the expulsion of Jews from Germany

of “the Turks” (as he called Muslims south and east of
Saxony), and he displayed a good deal of ambivalence
about them. On the one hand, the expanding Ottoman
Empire extended much more religious tolerance than

“The confession of Lutheran complicity in

did the church from which Luther was dissenting, and

the stereotyping and scapegoating of others

Luther knew it; he wondered whether the Sultan might

must be the starting place for any candid

not become a tactical ally. He also writes, in a sort of

commitment to interfaith understanding

double-critique, that “a smart Turk makes a better ruler
than a dumb Christian” (Spitz 330). On the other hand,

and cooperation.”

Luther could describe a “clash of civilizations” between
the Christian West and Turks from the East with enough
good-versus-evil imagery as to make Samuel Huntington

altogether. Luckily, the influence of these invectives was not

blush. When Luther pens his famous “A Mighty Fortress

very great in Luther’s time. Yet German Nazis did not need

is Our God” around 1527, it was probably first used as a

such texts waiting to be picked up and used for ideological

battle song to inspire soldiers to rise up against those

justification 400 years after the fact. Luther’s writings have
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not only led to deep anti-Judaism, the defamation of Jews

have done badly and failed to do altogether—is one of the

on theological grounds, but have also been appropriated

gifts that Lutherans bring to the table when meeting our

in support of anti-Semitic racist ideology, scapegoating,

brothers and sisters from other traditions. Kathryn Lohre’s

fear-mongering, and murder.

essay that follows describes other foundations upon which

I say this first of all simply to be honest and to name

ELCA interfaith relations build.

the elephant in the room whenever one speaks of the
Lutheran tradition and interfaith cooperation. I also say
it because the confession of Lutheran complicity in the

Philosophical Interlude

stereotyping and scapegoating of others must be the

As I transition from speaking of the Lutheran church to

starting place for any candid commitment to interfaith

Lutheran theology, I want first to rehearse some fairly

understanding and cooperation.

well-worn categories for interpreting and regarding

In this light, one of the most significant contributions

different religions. As far as I can tell, these categories

Lutherans have made to interfaith is the statement on

were invented, or at least formalized, with the publication in

Lutheran-Jewish relations that the Church Council of the

1987 of The Myth of Christian Uniqueness. In the Introduction,

Evangelical Lutheran Church in America adopted in 1994.

the editors lay out a typology that has structured interfaith

This document underscores the importance of Luther’s

understanding since. They write of the “exclusivist” position,

central confession of faith:

the understanding that one’s own religion has a monopoly

Honoring [Luther’s] name in our own, we recall his
bold stand for truth, his earthy and sublime words
of wisdom, and above all his witness to God’s saving
Word. Luther proclaimed a gospel for people as we
really are… (ELCA)
But at this point, as Lutherans confess God’s saving

on truth or is the only road to salvation. The line between
my way of true faith and devotion and those heretical and
idolatrous beliefs and practices over there is clear and stark.
The editors then describe a second, “inclusivist” position,
comprised of the idea that while my religion has the fullest
manifestation of truth or gives it proper name, other traditions also glimpse this truth and designate it with their

Word and sufficient Grace, they also confess their sin, how

own analogous terms. In many ways this mindset remains

that “grace [must reach] our deepest shames and address

more open to listening to and learning from others; still, it

the most tragic truths.” The document continues:

remains supremely confident that Christ, for example, is the

In the spirit of that truth-telling, we who bear his
name and heritage must with pain acknowledge also
Luther’s anti-Judaic diatribes and the violent recommendations of his later writings against the Jews….
[W]e reject this violent invective, and yet more do we
express our deep and abiding sorrow over its tragic
effects on subsequent generations….Grieving the
complicity of our own tradition within this history of
hatred, moreover, we express our urgent desire to
live out our faith in Jesus Christ with love and respect
for the Jewish people. We recognize in anti-Semitism a contradiction and an affront to the Gospel, a
violation of our hope and calling… (ELCA)
Confession of sin is central to Lutheran identity—

full and final revelation of God; other traditions are affirmed
only insofar as they resonate with that final truth.
Third and finally, we get the position called “pluralism.”
We should emphasize with Diana Eck that pluralism is
distinct from the sheer fact of religious plurality or diversity
(Eck 191). It entails an interpretation of that diversity and
an affirmation of multiple religions for contributing to an
understanding of God (or “the Ultimate,” or “the Real”) or
for joining in efforts for social justice. The editors of The
Myth of Christian Uniqueness describe the passage from
inclusivism to pluralism as crossing the Rubicon towards
recognizing the independent validity of other religious
approaches (Hick and Knitter viii). Even more suggestive
is this earlier imagery: Going from inclusivism—where
it is still my tradition that provides the norms and sets

Lutherans typically don’t start worship without it. So, too,

the terms of inclusivity—to pluralism is like going from a

with interfaith encounter. Such confession—of what we

Ptolemaic understanding of the universe to a Copernican
9

model, where each of our traditions is but circling around

a philosophical framework that is meant to mediate differ-

something that is beyond the sphere of each (Hick 133-47).

ences between religious “frameworks,” but simply adds an

Now, this typology of exclusivism, inclusivism, and

additional framework in need of mediation. To return to our

pluralism can be incredibly helpful for reminding religious

earlier metaphor, we could say that the Ptolemaic model of

folks that God is not contained within any of their tradi-

the universe is also just a model of, an earthly perspective

tions, that God (or Buddha-nature, or Dharma, or “the

on, the universe—itself no more heliocentric than other

Real”) always transcends the terms and stories that we

perspectives. Or again: Seeing that each tradition’s finger

have for Her (or Him, or It). According to a famous Jataka

only points to the moon gets one no closer to standing on

Tale of Buddhism, we should not confuse the finger that

the moon. In fact you can only indicate that truth with yet

points to the moon for the moon itself. Each tradition

another finger that points to the fingers pointing, and so on.

points to the truth, but none of them contains it.

Let me go at the difficulty related to pluralism as a
category in a different way by suggesting that it answers
a problem that may not in fact be our most pressing one.

“Once one understands that all religions are like

Certainly the tactics of “othering” employed by the exclu-

planets circling around the same sun, are like

sivist—her proclivity to stereotype, scapegoat, and even

different paths leading up the same mountain,
one has just portrayed them as essentially

demonize those outside her own fold—have been and are a
major concern of Christianity, in particular, with its too-long
history of baptism under duress, of pogroms, and of “holy

or functionally equivalent, as versions of the

wars.” But does that too-clear understanding that I possess

same kind of thing.”

absolute truth and you do not characterize the majority of
Christians in this time and place? According to a well-known
National Study on Youth and Religion, the vast majority

At the same time, however, the categories are limited and

of teenagers who call themselves Christian actually have

sometimes unhelpful (compare Heim and Legenhausen). To

little to no idea what Christianity entails aside from the idea

start with, notice the way that the account of plurality that

that they are supposed to be nice and that God will reward

you find in the pluralist position subtly relegates religions

and protect them if they are. Propounding a religion more

into different versions of the same thing. Once one under-

accurately called “Moralistic, Therapeutic, Deism” these

stands that all religions are like planets circling around

Christian kids believe in a pretty hand-off God, an ethereal

the same sun, are like different paths leading up the

Big Daddy in the sky, who just wants them to be good, which

same mountain, one has just portrayed them as essen-

often means nonjudgmental, and, most of all, to be happy.

tially or functionally equivalent, as versions of the same

(Smith and Denton 118-71).

kind of thing. “Salvation,” “enlightenment,” “moksha” and

The researches make clear that this is not just a

“paradise” get relegated to specific versions of a more

teenager problem; youth have been thoroughly schooled

abstract and overarching “final end.” “Yahweh,” “the Triune

into this indeterminate faith through the equally abstract

God,”’ “Allah,” and “Dharma,” all become different ways

“religiosity” of their parents (191). Perhaps then an over-

to describe “the Ultimate” or “the Real.” At worst, then,

ly-stark separation of me and my tradition from you and

differences can appear so shallow and unimportant that

yours is not the primary obstacle to interfaith under-

the traditions begin to resemble brand names—you prefer

standing today. Perhaps the primary challenge is how to

your New Age iPhone and I’m still clinging to my Doctrinal

recognize and cultivate difference in the first place—to

Blackberry but either gets the job done and the wiring is

notice that you and I see the world differently, and that

about the same once we peel off the plastic.

these differences are good.

Ironically, then, “pluralism” as a category can undercut

I’m not trying to suggest that, as a response to rela-

the plurality it is meant to affirm. Related to this problem

tivism, we should concentrate first on cultivating one’s

is this: many self-proclaimed pluralists end up introducing

native religious identity and then move on to encountering
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difference if we have some extra time. In his beautiful

rather the temptation to include her under terms that are

book, Acts of Faith, Eboo Patel writes of trying to get inter-

really my own. Perhaps then Luther’s first, seemingly

faith cooperation among youth off the ground in Chicago

more benign interpretation of Jews as “almost Christian”

by meeting with synagogue, mosque, and church leaders.
The repeated response he heard was this: “We barely have
enough time to teach our kids about their own religion…
It’s just not a high enough priority to spend that precious

“If inclusivism can be toxic, and history shows

time exposing them to others” (164). That again is the

that it can, then the remedy must come by

sort of zero-sum thinking that understands difference as

underscoring differences and by keeping

a threat to identity rather than the two arising together.

them from becoming divisive by cultivating

Patel’s Interfaith Youth Core gracefully cuts through this
perceived dilemma of priorities by showing how under-

gratitude and even holy wonder for them.”

standing other religions and one’s own each happen
“better together.” What I am trying to warn against here is
that “pluralism,” when made an “-ism,” when regarded as

was just as mistaken and dangerous as his final, exclu-

a final position and answer, might enable our many moral-

sivist rant when they claimed their own uniqueness. If

istic-therapeutic-deists to settle too quickly for shallow

inclusivism can be toxic, and history shows that it can,

relativism, skirting the difficult and rewarding work of

then the remedy must come by underscoring differences

interfaith exchange and action.

and by keeping them from becoming divisive by cultivating

One final qualification about these philosophical

gratitude and even holy wonder for them. I want now to

categories before returning to Luther: Notice the way

show how some core themes in Luther’s theology help

that positioning “inclusivism” along a spectrum spanning

cultivate such gratitude and wonder for the particularity

from the narrowest forms of “exclusivism” to the widest

and uniqueness of our traditions.

embrace of “pluralism” tends to reduce it to a kind of
halfway house position. To the pluralist, it looks not as
good as pluralism but a whole lot better than exclusion.

Lutheranism as Theology

To the critic of pluralism, inclusivism seems like a happy

First things first: The Lutheran emphasis on justification

medium—not as closed-minded as the exclusivists but

by grace through faith apart from the work of the law is

also not as abstract and all-accommodating as the plural-

about Christian identity, about who humans are as they

ists—like Goldilocks preferring the middle bed: not too

stand before a God made known in Christ and before their

hard, not soft. I happen to think that describing inclusivism

neighbors in need. It is important to say this because so

in this way actually obscures the unique set of challenges

much popular religious sentiment takes “justification” and

that arise when people understand other religions as being

“grace” as things that get you other things, as an admission

analogues or shadows of their own. These challenges are

ticket for eternal life. For Luther, justification—being made

especially prevalent in traditions that share histories and

right in the gracious eyes of God—is not the way one gets

texts—as when Christianity interprets Judaism as having

to salvation. It is salvation.

part of its full truth, or when Islam thinks in a similar way
about the other “religions of the book.”

The way that Luther and Lutherans speak of salvation
(including justification or righteousness, grace, faith, and

This is the specific problem of supersessionism—

freedom) matters for how they regard Christian identity

the idea that one’s faith, as newer and more complete,

as it relates to the identity of others. We could say that

surpasses and supplants that which has gone before (see

justification is about encountering others and that such

Soulen 1-12; Wyschogrod 183-84). Notice that the problem

encounters necessarily stem from justification—at least

of supersessionism is not the problem of relegating the

for Christians. Being justified by grace through faith

other as completely “other,” as strange and unique, but

matters because “my” graced identity is never truly mine
11

as a security and possession. Rather, I am graced with

with others or decide to keep it to themselves, afraid that

my identity as loved, healed, and capable of service only

they’ll lose it with too much openness. Rather, becoming

insofar as I receive it, share it, and have it drawn out by

open to the other—to God and other others—is what

others. It is only before others—the capital O Other and

Christian identity is all about. The Christian becomes

then other others—that I become the one I am.

properly righteous only when that righteousness is lived

Now, Lutherans are rather good at witnessing to the

out before others. The Christian becomes fully free only

necessary relationship with God and God’s unmerited

when freely binding herself or himself to others in service

grace in determining their Christian identities. One is

for the common good. Or, somewhat anachronistically,

justified before God, by God’s loving regard, or not at all.

we could say that Lutherans become fully Lutheran only

But they should remember, too, that for Luther Christian

as they participate in dialogue and service for and with

righteousness and freedom are “secured” only insofar as

people who are not.

they are lived out before other human beings, regardless of
whether those others share Christian understandings. Early
in the reforming movement Luther writes of “Two Kinds
of Righteousness” (1519) and, a year later, of two kinds of
freedom in “The Freedom of a Christian” (1520). First is the

“Becoming open to the other—to God and other
others—is what Christian identity is all about.”

righteousness “instilled from without,” whereby Christ “is
entirely ours with all his benefits” (“Righteousness” 297-98)
and where we are entirely freed from having to construct

The subtext for these early Lutheran texts is the “Christ

our own holiness. The second is the Christian’s “proper

hymn,” a bit of verse probably sung or recited by the

righteousness” which comprises “that manner of life spent

earliest Christians, which Paul quotes in Philippians 2.

profitably in good works” (299) and the freedom for humble

Paul there beckons fellow Christians in Philippi to look to

service to any and every neighbor in need (“Freedom”

the interests of others above and beyond their own, and to

364-73). Once God’s gift of righteousness becomes “ours”

“have the same mind in you” that was in Christ Jesus,

in faith, we can and should be willing to grasp it less tightly,
so to speak. In Luther’s words, once a person hears Christ
the Bridegroom declare “I am yours,” and she answers, “I
am yours,” “Then the soul no longer seeks to be righteous
in and for itself, but it has Christ as its righteousness and
therefore seeks only the welfare of others” (“Righteousness”
30). Having been opened to the self-giving Christ, the
Christian almost ineluctably passes on whatever he or she
can in order to meet the needs of others.
Luther imagined that Christian “encounters” with
others happened primarily by serving them. In imagining

who, though he was in the form of God,
did not regard equality with God
as something to be exploited,
but emptied himself,
taking the form of a slave,
being born in human likeness.
And being found in human form,
he humbled himself
and became obedient to the point of death—
even death on a cross. (Phil.2:6-8)

interfaith engagement, we must of course imagine more

In this so-called kenotic or self-emptying Christ, Christians

reciprocal, symmetrical exchanges as all participants

have an example of one who resists clinging to the identity

“come to the table” with their own stories and gifts as

he has through equality with God. Christ chooses instead to

well as their needs and receptivity. But note just how

humble himself, receiving his identity through friendship,

constitutive standing before other humans, open both to

solidarity, and communion with those who are radically—

their need and to their gifts, is for Christian righteous-

radically—“other.” Christians pattern their lives after this

ness and freedom, according to Luther. It is not as if

kenotic Christ when they, too, meet religious others in all

Christians become fully Christian and then happen to

their otherness not despite being Christian but because they

share that identity (and a little bit of time and money)

are Christian and in order to be more fully Christian.

12 Intersections | Fall 2014

Recalling those philosophical terms, I want also to show

How might particular and seemingly exclusivist claims

how Luther’s framework might couple seemingly exclusivist

such as these help foster authentic interfaith encounter?

claims with openness to honest interfaith exchange. Early in

First, theologians of the cross—if they take this peculiar

his career, Luther distinguished theologians of glory, whom

self-revelation of God seriously—are formed to see God

he critiqued for having all-too-cozy understandings of God,

in unlikely places. The One revealed “outside the camp”

from theologians of the cross—those who rightly know and

(Hebrews 13:13) is utterly free to be revealed outside

serve the God revealed through the suffering of Jesus. In

Christian circles as well. Christians will be ready to

his famous Heidelberg Disputation (1518), Luther puts it this

find God in unusual places, and so enter into interfaith

way: “A theologian of glory calls evil good and good evil. A

exchange with eyes wide open.

theologian of the cross calls the thing what it actually is.”
Luther then explains:
This is clear: He [the theologian of glory] who does not

“Theologians of the cross are formed to see

know Christ does not know God hidden in suffering.

God in unlikely places.”

Therefore he prefers works to suffering, glow to
the cross, strength to weakness, wisdom to folly,
and, in general, good to evil. These [however] are
the people whom the apostle calls “enemies of the
cross of Christ” [Phil. 3:18], for they hate the cross
and suffering and love works and the glory of works…
[But] God can be found only in suffering and the cross…
(“Heidelberg Disputation,” Thesis 21, my emphasis)

Second, embracing their own scandalous particularity,
Christians allow space for others to inhabit their own
stubborn particularity. Without a sense of the tradition’s
particularity and limits, without ample witness to a God
who eludes their own grasp, theologians of glory are
bound to mistake their particular glimpse of God with full

Certainly these are exclusivist claims, including a clear

and final comprehension. When others can’t or won’t see it

distinction between “the friends of the cross” and “enemies

the same way, they will get exasperated, as Luther himself

of the cross of Christ.” To claim that God can be found only

became with the unconverted Jews around him. A theolo-

in suffering and the cross is enough to make almost any

gian of the cross, by contrast, knows the limits of her sight

non-Christian uncomfortable. Muslims and others with an

of God. Or, to put it positively: Appreciating the fact that

understanding of the absolute indivisibility and impassibility

her God is strangely, wonder-fully revealed in this peculiar

of God may here downright cringe. But we should be careful

way, she allows space for other revelations, each of which

to note what exactly Luther’s exclusivist claims exclude.

are no more graspable and incontestable—and no less

The theologian of glory is one who looks around to whatever

wonderful—than her own.

has value in our dominant society and projects them onto
God: God is like the power of domination—only stronger.
God is like a kingly authority—only more unquestionable.
God is like the Unmoved Mover—only more invulnerable.
It is over-and-against these seemingly obvious, self-assured, and typically ideological understanding of “the divine”
(in other words, ones that function to secure our own
power and authority) that Luther posits the God who freely
discloses God’s self in the most unusual places—in a barn

Lutheranism as Pedagogy
We turn finally from the Lutheran church and Lutheran
theology to our Lutheran colleges and universities. How do
they—how might they—provide the place and space for interfaith encounter, understanding, and shared service for the
common good? I will name three more gifts (and tasks) that
Lutheran higher education brings to interfaith understanding.

in Bethlehem and on a cross outside Jerusalem. Luther

1. Religious Formation and Interfaith

thus underscores the particularity and peculiarity of a God

Many who write about the distinctive third path (Jodock

who fully reveals God’s self in such unlikely places and the

5-6) or set of charisms (Stortz 9-15) characterizing

necessary peculiarity of Christians who follow this God.

Lutheran higher education today connect the best of its
13

pedagogy to Luther’s proclivity toward “both/and” thinking,

do even some experiments in interfaith worship foster or

toward abiding tensions or even paradoxes. Luther wrote

undermine the faith formation of a college student?

that “a Christian is perfectly free lord of all, subject to

I am convinced by the work of Eboo Patel and the Interfaith

none” and that “a Christian is a perfectly dutiful servant of

Youth Core, Dianna Eck and the Pluralism Project, and by

all, subject to none” (“Freedom” 344). A person before the

my own experiences with Augustana students that a person

law is bound to sin and yet wholly responsible for doing the

comes to know and embody her own tradition more fully and

sin that does her. And perhaps most paradoxical of all, a

gracefully when working with others as they embody theirs.

person before the redeeming God is “simultaneously sinner
and saint”—not half and half, but entirely sinful and yet
entirely virtuous in the eyes of God. Embodying this tensive
outlook in new ways, Lutheran colleges and universities
become places where the reforming tradition is empathically taught and yet also places where academic freedom
still reigns supreme. They are places that honor the scientific method and empirical research and yet also address
questions of ultimate meanings, purpose, and value.

2. Suspicion and Trust
The second gift that Lutheran higher education brings to
interfaith work is its institutional willingness to straddle
the sometime ambiguous line between the academic study
of religion and more personal and pastoral approaches to
religious faith and meaning. All of our colleges have both
religion departments and chaplaincy offices, centers for
vocational reflection, and the like. While a distinction between
these curricular and extra- and co-curricular offices is
needed and helpful, I would guess that only in rare cases

“Colleges and universities of the Lutheran

has the distinction become an absolute divide. Our campus

Church are assuming the role of the Christian

pastors teach the Christian tradition and other traditions as

faith formation of young people in unprece-

they lead Christians, Jews, Muslims, “whateverists,” and
seekers into deeper lives of meaning and conviction. Our

dented ways, and yet this is best done not prior

religion professors, too, though they may need to clarify that

to or instead of encountering people of other

courses in religion are not the same as Sunday school, do

faiths, but by facing them in conversation and
joining them in pursuing justice.”

help students name their burning questions and sometimes
walk them across the hot coals. Our campus pastors
disabuse students of uncritical faith, and our professors
often model ways of remaining faithful to the tradition they
are critiquing. On both sides of the curricular/co-curric-

One more tension intrinsic to Lutheran education is

ular distinction, then, Christianity and other religions are

this: Colleges and universities of the Lutheran Church are

both criticized and claimed, investigated and entrusted.

assuming the role of the Christian faith formation of young

This distinctive ability to treat religion with both a

people in unprecedented ways, and yet this is best done not

hermeneutic (or interpretative lens) of suspicion and a

prior to or instead of encountering people of other faiths, but

hermeneutic of trust stems directly from the Lutheran

by facing them in conversation and joining them in pursuing

Reformation as a re-forming tradition. Unlike some other

justice. Certainly there was a time when first year students

reformers, Lutherans did not want to do away with 1600

arrived on our campuses already well catechized in their

years of Christian history in order to start from scratch.

faith tradition. Nowadays, college has become the place of

Rather, they critiqued the church as faithful members of

many students’ first serious formative encounter with the

it. Yet unlike those ecclesial powers that resisted every

meaning and values of the Christian faith. We must now

reform, Luther and Lutherans were not and are not afraid

help them not only critically reflect on their faith, but also

to name all the ways that the church they love falls into

to grow into it. The question then becomes: Does teaching

idolatry and perpetuates ideology. One of the deep mores

other faith traditions, does fostering conversation and joint

of Lutheran education is this ability to critique the faith

service projects among students of different religions,

that you love—precisely because you love it.
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If Lutherans are called to call their own tradition into

Now, when Lutheran theologians are talking among

question so that they can inhabit it more fully, then conver-

themselves (that’s a party for you!), it matters where one

sations with people of other religions provide the primary

places understandings of vocation within Lutheran intel-

vehicle for them to do so. Unlike empty skepticism or

lectual schemata. Most assert that to answer God’s call

something that we assume to be “purely secular reason,”

belongs to what Lutherans call a first use of the law, the
law as applicable to all and as guiding civil society toward
a semblance of peace and order. I happen to think that

“One of the deep mores of Lutheran education
is this ability to critique the faith that you love—
precisely because you love it.”

Luther’s language of calling is best understood as a second
use of the Gospel, as that second form that grace and
righteousness take when put into play among the neighbors
and strangers and enemies that Christians are called to
love. I think, in other words, that for Christians living out
one’s calling should take a deeply Christological shape as

the differing beliefs, practices, and abiding virtues of

they begin to have the same mind in them that was in Christ

other faiths provide the footing, so to speak, as Christian

Jesus. But note well—even if vocation properly construed is

step back and forth from their own, just as the committed

decidedly Christian in name and shape for the Christian, the

Christian provides the opportunity for the Hindu or Jew to

enactment of it can be shared by many folds of religious and

reconsider and re-inhabit her or his own faith. Learning

non-religious types. Thus, while Christians come to humble

about Avalokitesvara, the Bodhisattva of Compassion,

service because their Lord humbly serves, they shouldn’t

from the committed Mahayana Buddhist might help a

be surprised to find Jews engaged in the same service, who

Christian consider whether his own self-sacrificial love

come in the spirit of the Jewish prayer tikkum olam—from

hasn’t been too self-serving, a round-about strategy to

the hope that by doing small acts that contribute to God’s

get into heaven. Listening to the committed Muslim speak

ongoing creation humans can “heal the world” (Largen

of God’s radical oneness and transcendence might help

235-37). And they shouldn’t be surprised to find Muslims so

the Christian consider whether her Christ doesn’t look

engaged, perhaps responding to the Qur’an’s exhortation to

too much like the Buddy Christ from the satirical film

believers to “strive in the way of God with a service worthy of

Dogma. Finally, even listening to the committed atheist—or

Him” (Qur’an 22:78). When Buddhists participate in shared

even the sophomoric atheist who has read his first bit of

service with the Heart Sutra on their lips, or when lovers

Nietzsche and goes around proclaiming to his churchy
friends that “God is dead”—even this one might help the
Christian consider how her own tradition might repeat the
same truth in a different register. Yes, God is dead—fully
revealed in the cross of Christ—and yet still ruling the
world with that vulnerable, suffering love.

of the Bhagavad Gita come with intentions to act for good
simply and purely, “without attachment to the fruits of their
actions,” Christians, again, should not be surprised.
We can thank national leaders of interfaith work for
underscoring the importance of moving beyond dialogue
alone and actually acting together, across religious
boundaries, to combat poverty, bigotry, injustice, and

3. Vocation

environmental degradation. The colleges and universi-

Finally, then, we come to sine qua non of Lutheran

ties of the ELCA will continue to train their religious and

education—namely, that education is not primarily a

nonreligious students to come to this work expecting

financial investment, a privileged cultivation of the life of

to see their own and other lives transformed. We will

the mind, or access to upward mobility, but the develop-

continue to train Christian students to look for Christ

ment of and reflection on one’s giftedness so that one can

hidden in those they serve and in those that they serve

capably respond to God’s calling and the deep needs of the

beside. But we need also to provide the institutional

world. In shortest form: Lutheran education is education

support—places to gather, time to reflect, even curricu-

as and for vocation.

lums to be followed—that enable diverse people to better
15

hear and respond to their callings. Lutheran educators

become what draws many together as peoples of God and

have a particular yet versatile understanding of vocation, of

healers of a broken, and redeemable, world.

radical, cooperative service for a needy world. Let that, too,
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